The easy, yet powerful, way to implement an enterprise-grade, fully open source PostgreSQL environment

Percona Distribution for PostgreSQL provides the best and critical enterprise components from the open source community in a single distribution, designed and tested to work together.

Enterprise-Level Functionality from One Single Source

Percona Distribution

For PostgreSQL

The Percona Software Platform

With true non-blocking online backups, tight compression of data, and extended instrumentation and tooling for quick diagnosis and resolution of issues, Percona offers a complete, integrated suite of database solutions.

Learn more at percona.com

Increase reliability, scalability, and security with our tested and hardened set of PostgreSQL tools that deliver the enterprise capabilities your business-critical applications require.

Easily scale horizontally or vertically to support high volumes of concurrent users and terabytes of data

Minimize the impact of data issues, corruption, or database outages

Prevent excessive locking during routine maintenance

Increase data security and compliance with a robust access control system, backup encryption, and auditing capabilities

Rebuild tables online to reclaim free space and enhance query performance

Reduce overhead during query and maintenance activities

Improve database performance with indexing system and partitioning enhancements

Support for special data types, contributor extensions, a robust procedural language, and special functions

The extensible database approach makes it easy to customize the database to meet your specific application needs
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Percona's technical support is very efficient and helpful, ensuring that reported issues are swiftly resolved. Percona have provided us with the best solutions and identified opportunities for improvement in many areas of MySQL, PostgreSQL, and MongoDB.

— Julio Alvarez - Open Source DBA, Solera

Solera

The Percona Software Platform

With true non-blocking online backups, tight compression of data, and extended instrumentation and tooling for quick diagnosis and resolution of issues, Percona offers complete, integrated tools of database solutions.